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Welcoming all – Worshiping God – Serving others 

 

Background: The landscape of COVID-19 is constantly changing, but at this time, staying 

consistent with current government guidance, this is intended to serve as a roadmap, upon which 

future changes could be made. This presumes that physical distancing will be maintained and that 

there is no such thing as “ZERO RISK.” These mitigation measures decrease the risk; however, they 

do not decrease the risk to zero. 
 

Purpose: This document is intended to guide activities as we return to in-person worship and other 

group activities. The intended audience is congregational members coming to the building. 

 

  

Guidance for Small Group Activities (< 20 people) 
 

If you choose to participate in an in-person gathering, we cannot guarantee zero risk; however, 

taking the following measures reduces risk: 

• Do a “self-check” prior to coming to church, and ensure none of the following symptoms are 

currently present, nor have been present within the last two days (new, not caused by a 

chronic condition): 

o Cough 

o Shortness of breath or 

difficulty breathing 

o Oral temperature over 100.4 

degrees F (without using 

medication) 

o Aches 

o Chills 

o New loss of smell or taste 

o Headache 

o Diarrhea 

o Severe vomiting 

In the event you are currently exhibiting symptoms listed above, or have had those 

symptoms in the past two days, postpone your visit to the church building, until you are 

well. 

• If you are or have been in known close contact with a COVID-19 positive person, or 

someone that suspects they are positive for the virus within the previous fourteen days, do 

not participate in church activities.  

• Activities must be scheduled with the church office. Please provide the date and estimated 

number of participants. A maximum of two groups can be in the building at the same time. 

• You will be asked to check in upon entrance for purposes of contact tracing. 

• All entry to the building will be through the main, front entrance. After your activity, you are 

expected to depart the building in a timely manner. 

• Hand sanitizer will be available. We encourage you to use upon entering and leaving. 

• Face masks, covering mouth and nose, are required while inside the church building. Cloth 

face masks will be available for anyone forgetting theirs. 

• Practice physical distancing  

o Keep a minimum space of 6-feet between non-family groups. 

• Observe safe practices in restrooms, including limits on occupants. 

• There will be no shared food or beverages. You are welcome to bring your own coffee or 

water, but it will not be provided. 


